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Event Description

The Literary Team had planned a variety of activities for the FE Induction programme.
The Team began the session by introducing all the events like MUN, LFPA, Baatcheet,
Halloween, Scribblings, Cosplay etc. They were also introduced to our Editorial team,
Samanvay-our annual college magazine and Gazettes designed, edited and curated
by the Literary Team. The coordinators and the heads of the Literary Team were also
introduced to them in the beginning of the session.

As an interactive icebreaker, the team played games with the FEs like Guess the
movie from the emojis and guess the actual dialogue from its English translation. The
FEs had a lot of fun and enjoyed revising their Bollywood trivia.

After the fun and intriguing games, it was finally time to help the FEs with their
resume building. The team conducted a resume building workshop , explaining in
detail about what points need to be included in their resume so that they can
express their strengths and weaknesses effectively to the employer. The FEs were
taught how to put forward their academic projects, their technical knowledge and
extracurricular activities in such a way that it makes an effective resume that will help
them stand out from the crowd.

Later, the team solved a few doubts that the FEs had related to the resume building
workshop and we asked them to write interesting and fun resumes from the point of
view of any thing or character they liked and in the end we also read out some of the
interesting ones.



Photographs :



Impact Analysis :

The FE induction session was successful and all the FEs got an idea about the

literary team.


